www.YouGoCulture.com
Online interactive platform with virtual tours of destinations across Greece.
Born in Greece... Addressed to the World!
A new initiative for the extrovert promotion of the Greek culture by the E-Learning of the
National and Kapodistrian University of Athens (NKUA) and currently in the making with
everyone’s support through the act4Greece crowdfunding program by the National Bank of
Greece. (https://www.act4greece.gr/challenge/yougoculture-en/)
How does the world see Greece and its culture? Do we share the same perspective? How do we
overcome the stereotypes and the distance they create between us? Can we communicate, come
closer and get to know each other, learning the real Greece? Can we capture the image of our country
to share it with the world?
A new initiative implemented by the E-Learning of the National and Kapodistrian University of
Athens (NKUA) entitled YouGoCulture invites us to "enter the picture", even with one euro, and create
the images that we will share to travel Greece across the world ... through its culture.
Because ... Culture is not only (everything) that made us proud yesterday! Culture is also all that makes
us proud of what we are today! Culture is everything that make us Greek every day. Because Greece
means culture ... And culture is us!
The Action
A platform made up of familiar materials ... Materials that shaped the "soul" of Greece, its culture, over
the centuries ... Everything that made it and still makes it special. A platform made of images ... Made
with knowledge, artistry and genuine passion to take Greece even farther ... but at the same time to
greet Greek and foreign friends from all over the world, "welcoming" to this corner of the planet all those
who are interested in knowing the “real” Greece.
A free access, public and nonprofit platform, which has already begun its mission. It captures the
charm of unique destinations in the Peloponnese and in Attica, and is committed to highlight the dual
character of cultural heritage - modern lifestyle all over the country and can achieve it with the power of
many,
with
the
minimal
contribution
of
us
through
Act4Greece
(https://www.act4greece.gr/challenge/yougoculture-en/)
The aim is to raise funds of €65,000 to produce the original audiovisual material of the destinations
specified below.
Purpose - Benefits - Approach
An act of extroversion that relies on the generosity of Greeks and aspires to be a practical example of
re-launching against the widespread crisis. On the side of the productive forces, the new generation and
the local communities, together with the Greece of innovation and the representatives of the real
economy, the productive sector and the sustainable entrepreneurship, the YouGoCulture platform
contributes in the common pursuit of progress and development, both at national and local level,

through the use of symbolic capital and comparative advantages of the country for the promotion of our
cultural asset and tourist product.
We travel to every corner of Greece to meet its people. We follow their paths. We hear their thoughts.
We get to know their faces and record what makes them special, highlighting the culture that makes
them Greek.
People and monuments share their "stories" so that Greece can share its story ... with the world! They
narrate memories of their past and moments from their present so that Greece can narrate its future to
the world. Together, in a special narrative through the "ecumenical language" of culture, they create a
rare mosaic of images and knowledge that reflects the authentic characteristics of Greek identity of
yesterday, today and tomorrow.
Come to share experiences ..., art ..., knowledge ..., sports ..., innovation ... To share dances ...,
festivals ..., but also struggles ..., tastes ..., smells ..., memories ..., feelings ..., traditions ..., customs ...,
landscapes ..., moments ...
... so that Greece can share its values ..., ideals ..., hospitality ..., democracy ..., philosophy ..., theater
..., nature ..., light ..., its blue ... its invaluable wealth ...
Let's share our present ... so that Greece can share its past, but also its future...
Because every story, our story, is invaluable ... and it's worth sharing it!
Share even one euro...
Share Greece with the world!
#YouGoCulture
www.yougoculture.com
https://www.facebook.com/yougoculture | https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fBfE75yNFY0

Our work to date...










9 Destinations
Hundreds of Points of Interest (Monuments, Attractions, Activities, Cities - Villages)
Dozens of Video Hours and Interviews
Thousands of Photos and 360° Panoramas
Tens of Thousands of Square Kilometers
Millennial old stories or Millennial History
Millions of Greeks
Hundreds of Millions of Interested people around the World
Countless Images and Moments...

Peloponnese

Ancient Messene - Messinia | Ancient Olympia - Ilia | Mycenae - Nafplio | Epidavros - Argolis | Mystras Mani & Sparti

Attica
Athens - Historical & Metropolitan Center | Sounion - Lavrion - Southeast Attica | Marathon - Northeast
Attica | Eleufsina - West Attica

Help us to continue ... promoting a country with...






Dozens of destinations
Hundreds of archaeological sites, towns and villages
Thousands of points of interest
Tens of thousands of kilometers of coastline and thousands of islands
Hundreds of thousands of square kilometers

Our next steps - the next destinations to develop with your support through Act4Greece:
• Knossos - Crete (Phaistos, Eleftherna, Gortyna)
• Delos - Cyclades (Naxos - Paros - Mykonos)
• Delphi - Central Greece

But also further enrichment with audiovisual material of
• Athens - Historical & Metropolitan Center
• Ancient Messene - Messinia

Information: +30 210 368 9319 & +30 210 368 9359, info@yougoculture.com (E-learning NKUA)
E-Learning National and Kapodistrian University of Athens
5 Stadiou Str., 105 62, Athens, Greece

